What is HAREM?
- HAREM is an evaluation contest for named entity recognition (NER) in Portuguese
- Second HAREM took place in 2008, featured 3 tracks, 10 participant systems and 29 submissions
- HAREM tracks: Classical HAREM, TEMPO track and ReRelEM track

What is SAHARA?
SAHARA is an online evaluation tool for HAREM. Allows researchers to:
- perform post-hoc evaluations of their NER systems in the evaluation tracks of the Second HAREM
- compare their results with the official best results of other NER systems, helps measuring the impact of improvements made on NER systems.

Step 1 – Uploading a submission
- Submissions in HAREM format
- Valid submissions go to step 2

Step 2 – Configuring the evaluation
- Selecting a track updates the other configuration forms
- User can select a HAREM scenario, or build its own.

Step 3 – Displaying the results
- Execution plan shown for selected tracks.
- Command lines used are also shown, so users can repeat the evaluation locally.
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